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BENEFITS OF PROFESSIONAL SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP

Date of the Event:- 28/08/2020 

As per the committee meeting conclusions, the following activities were organized by the 
committee members. 

 
Webinar is organized by Dept. of EEE of K L University on 28-08-2020 from 06:30-

07:30pm.Resourse Person of the webinar is Dr.G.Sree Lakshmi  is the NBA coordinator for EEE 

Dept., CVRCOE and Faculty coordinator for IEEE-WIE in CVRCOE. She is Chair for WIE AG 

IEEE Hyderabad Section. 

The main objective of this webinar, membership in a professional society serves to enrich the 

professional lives of individuals, contribute to the advancement of their respective fields, and 

facilitate collective progress towards common goals and objectives. 



Membership in a professional organization is particularly beneficial for those who work in the 

legal industry because these associations typically hold educational meetings that provide 

updates on the issues that affect their jobs. 

Many legal professionals have experienced this scenario: “I can’t find a job because I don’t have

any experience but how can I get experience if I can’t find a job?” Obtaining employment in the

legal industry can be extremely challenging, particularly for a new graduate. But many 

professional organizations offer career resources to help members break into the job market or 

find a new position. Being a member of one of these organizations can help you get your foot in 

the door. 

Another benefit to membership in a professional association is the access you get to newsletters, 

magazines, and other publications that can offer helpful information about the legal industry. 

Such resources may also provide news about upcoming events, conferences, meetings, and even 

career opportunities not publicized elsewhere. 

 

Professional organizations can be a great way to increase your own visibility, as well as that of 

your employer. This increased visibility can be essential when trying to enhance your own 



professional brand, especially in the beginning of your career, and can help your firm grow, since 

potential clients like to do business with a familiar face. 

There’s no uniform constitution that defines a professional organization. Many associations

dedicate themselves to the interest of the members, to a point of being registered trade unions, 

like the United Steelworkers in the US. Others could be societies that purely function to 

standardize, unify, monitor quality, promote research, further education, along with updating the 

skills of practicing professionals. A major role of a few organizations is to control the awarding 

of professional qualification certificates, and even issuing the license of practice. Yet others take 

up a more disciplinary role for members in that particular profession for maintaining ethical 

standards. 

 

Late nights and weekends spent in the office are commonplace for legal professionals. But being 

a member of a professional community will get you out of the firm to connect with like-minded 

professionals who likely share at least some of the same interests. After all, you all chose to work 

in the legal industry, right? Take time to connect with others who have made the same decision 

and are facing the same experiences. 

 



 



2020-21 students participation-Webinar on BENEFITS OF PROFESSIONAL SOCIETY MEMBERSHIP

S.NO ID NO Name of the student

1 160060105 P.SAI PAVAN KIRAN

2 170030034 A.SANDEEP

3 170060001 ADUSUMALLI V SAI PAVAN KUMAR

4 170060003 BAGAM SAI CHANDU

5 170060004 BETHANABOTLA MANOJ KOUSHIK

6 170060005 BONTHULA MOHAN SAI

7 170060006 CH SUDEEPTI

8 170060007 CHADALAVADA LAKSHMI MANASA

9 170060008 CHERUKURI APARNA

10 170060009 DEBAJIT DUTTA

11 170060010 ELURU SARAVAN

12 170060012 GOODA SANDEEP

13 170060013 GOVARDHAN MOGILI

14 170060014 GUDDANTI BHAVYA SREE

15 170060015 GULIPALLI GANESH

16 170060016 GUNTI DINESH

17 170060019 JAMI SRINATH

18 170060020 JASTI DEVA SAI PAVAN KUMAR

19 170060021 JILUGU CHANDRASEKHAR REDDY

20 170060022 KADIYAM SAMEEKSHA

21 170060025 KALLI MOUNICA LAKSHMI

22 170060024 KAMIREDDY VEERENDRA REDDY

23 170060027 KANURI VENKATA SIVA SUMANTH

24 170060028 KATARI SRAVANI PRIYA

25 170060030 KORADA KARTHIK

26 170060031 M SATYARDHA PRAVASHIK

27 170060032 MADA VIDYA KRISHNA SHARMA

28 170060033 MADANPALLY YASHWANTH REDDY

29 170060034 MALIGIREDDY GIRISH REDDY

30 170060035 MOHAMMED AFROZ AHMED MUDDASSIR

31 170060036 MUSINI SOMASANKAR

32 170060037 MUTYLA VIKAS CHOWDARY

33 170060038 NALLA UDAYA KUMAR

34 170060039 NALLANI SAI MAHESH

35 170060040 NIDUMOLU SUSEEL KUMAR

36 170060042 NUNNA SRINATH

37 170060043 PAGADALA BHAVANA

38 170060044 PALETI PRUDHVI VENKATA SAI

39 170060046 PAPPU PRIYANKA

40 170060047 POLASI VENKATA KIREETI

41 170060048 PONDURI VISHNU SAI SREE

42 170060049 PRATIMA SAI KRISHNA

43 180060001 KUSHWANT KUMAR CHIMMITI

44 180060002 JETTY DESSY MARIYAN




